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In Brief —
As most of you probably saw from the repro for SOTWJ#117 our emergency "field 

maintenance" didn't work, and the inking problem was still with us. However, we 
ran off TGL 7X66 the next day, .and there seemed to be much less of a problem; so 
we’ll run this issue off immediately, and keep our fingers crossed—if the inking 
is still bad, forgive us; we’ll just have to live with the problem for a few issues 
until we can get it fixed (or find out it can't be fixed)—as long as it's legible, 
this shouldn't present too great a problem.

No word yet on our eye operation; we should know for sure sometime next week 
(this is Nov. 23); as of now, it looks like "Go"o

No change since #116 in status of TWJ #80; if this issue shows an improvement 
in the inking, we'll resume typing of stencils for #83. Deadline for #83 still 
1 Dec. '73. :
■ Will postpone our detailed comments on George Fergus' letter until #118 or 119.

More bad news—we had been hoping to get by with current sub rates when postage 
goes up in Jan.; however, mimeo supply prices have just jumped dramatically—ink 
from $3.75? to Oh. 10/tube, corflu from $1.10 to $l.£0(!) a bottle,' stencils from 
$3.69 to $h.00/quire (in quantities of 10 quire or more)—with paper expected to 
go up even more .drastically "when current stock is exhausted" (any day novi). So... 
price will go up sometime in Jan.; resub before 31 Dec., and get burrent rates.

SOTWJ is at least bi-weekly; subs: 2£<£ ea. (lOp), 10/$2 (80p) or multiples thereof; 
all subs incl. any issue(s) of THE WSFA JOURNAL pubbed during sub (count as 2 or 
more issues, dep. on length). For info on airmail, "Collector's" (3rd-class) subs, 
ads, Overseas Agents (list in #9£, w/revisions inyllli), etc., write ed. Address 
Code meaning in #115> (&#118), but note that K, Something of yours is mentioned/ 
reviewed herein; N, You are mentioned herein; X, Last issue, unless...

IWJ/SOTWJ
% D. Miller
1231^ Judson Rd.
Wheaton, Maryland
U.S.A. 20906

— DLM

Michael 
/A-t. 21
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SOTWJ-117/2 . *
THE MYSTERY NOOK

BOOK REVIEW (Reviewer,, DON D’AMMASSA) —
The Fabulous Clipjoint, by Fredric Brown (Bantam Books).-

The late Fred Brovm was more orolific in the mystery field than in the SF 
genre^ and his reputation there was at least as high. The Fabulous Clipjoint 
was Brown’s first full-length mystery novel; and also introduced Ed Hunter, who 
returned in’sbvcral of his many later mystery novels. Ed Hunter-; novi 18; joins 
his Uncle Ambrose in tracking down the murderer :of his father. The trail leads 
through his father’s past; through a bevy of gangsters and other unsavoury 
characters; to its inevitable conclusion. Along the way, Ed Hunter’s character 
matures smoothly and logically. Mystery fans will undoubtedly spot the murderer 
early in the novel; but after all; this was Brown’s first attempt at a mystery 
novel. Read it anyway, if you can find a copy.

MAGAZINES RECEIVED — • • - ............................
THE ARMCHAIR DETECTIVE VI(Aug. ’73) ("A Quarterly Journal devoted to the 

appreciation of- Mystery-, Detective and Suspense Fiction”5 Allen J. Rubin, 36^6 
Midland, White -Bear Lake, MN £5110; offset; h/$6 U.S.; b/$7 elsewhere) — 106 
pp•, incl. cover (by William Dixon); no interior illos; Dedication and Tribute 
(to the late John Creasey); ’’The Case of the Underground Man? Evolution or Devo
lution?”, by G.A. Finch (re Ross MacDonald's The Underground Man); "The Problem 
of Moral Vision in Dashiell Hammett's Detective Novels” (Part II: Red Harvest), 
by George J. Thompson; "The Rocky Steele Novels of John B. West", by Darwin T. 
Turner; "Mystery Master: A Survey and Appreciation of the Fiction of George Har
mon Coxe" (Ch. 3)> by J. Randolph Cox; "Roland Daniol--Prolific Mystery Writer”, 
by W.O.G. Lofts; "Sports and the Mysteiy Story" (ill. Baseball and Basketball), 
by.Marvin Lachman; short paperback reviews, by Charles Shibuk; Classified Ads; 
"Disposing of a Pair of Ghosts", by Jacques Barzun (re T.L. Davidson and a Cornell 
Woolrich collection. Dark City, Dark Men); "The Hammett Checklist Revisited", by 
William F. Nolan; quiz; movie note (The Glass Key); "1973 Crime Writers Associa
tion Conference", by Deryck Harvey; "A Checklist of Mystery, Detective, and Sus
pense . Fiction Published in the U.S., April-June, 1973”, by George J. Rausch; re
views of current books, films, plays, TV shows, etcc (incl., many also found in 
SF-related media); "Retrospective Reviews" (reviews of older books); lettercolumn; 
"Index to Volumes £ and 6 of THE ARMCHAIR DETECTIVE"; "Book Exchange" (wants & 
offers); Continuation of Bibliography of Crime Fiction (H-3 thru H-28 this issue).

A really fine magazine—wouldst that the SF field had a magazine as comprehen
sive as this one.... Much in'recent issues of interest to SF/Fantasy fans. Highly 
recommended. (Anyone have any back issues for sale or trade? We want ’em! — ed.)) 

• THE MYSTERY TRADER #7 (June ’73) (Ethel Lindsay, 6 Langley Ave., Surbiton, Surrey 
KT6 6QL, England; mimco; no schedule given; 8" x 10"; h/£Op or $1.2£ (h/)2 overseas 
via airmail)) — 22 pp., incl. cover, plus flyer/ad; cover not credited; illo by 
Morris; mostly ads/lists of books for sale; plus editorial notes; reviews by Ted 
Serrill, Al M. Brummer, and Bob Adey; "Victorian'Book Production", by N.C. Ravens- 
croft; short list of Periodicals & Lists Received; letter column, #=> Ethel says 
she wants more articles and general material, arid we wish her success (there’s 
nothing we’d like more than to get a regular mystery column going in TWJ and 
SOTWJ; Al Gechter and Ted White both started columns in TWJ some time ago, but 
Al moved and 'ran short of time, and Ted's too buqy with AMAZING & FANTASTIC).

REVIEW EXTRACTS (From the Press) —
THE WASHINGTON POST 21/10/733 reviewer Jean M. White: Trial and Terror, ed. 

Joan Kahn (Houghton Mifflin; $8.9£; anthology of 2£ pieces::"an inspired collec
tion of fact and fiction ... a brilliant assortment" incl. works by such as . 
Kafka, Hammett, Balzac, Sartre, Wallace, Coates, Sayers, etc.)* The Times of 
London Anthology of Detective Stories (John Day; ()6.9£; 10 stories chosen out of 
over 1,000 entries in 1972 TIMES OF LONDON detective story competition: "an uneven 
collection, and some of the better entries suggest quiet terror . ,,")« Please 
Pass the Guilt, by Rex Stout (Viking; ^£.9£; Archie Goodwin & Nero Wolfe are back!)'.
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S. F. PARADE: Book Reviews

Moderan, by David R. Bunch (Avon Books). (Reviewer, DON D'AMMASSA)
When I was first reading SF (ten years ago), I kept running across these 

strange little Moderan stories by David Bunch.. They never made much sense to 
me, and I never was particularly fond of them, Nevertheless, Bunch was years 
ahead of his time, anuicipating the NewWave and writing a damn sight better 
than most of them. Reading the Moderan stories now, collected into book form, 
I find the younger, shallower me a bit embarrassing. Bunch's ability is un
bounded. His skill with language surpasses that of any SF writer I can think 
of. His plot element is insignificant. Essentially, we are shown glimpses of 
a world in which so much of the human body has been replaced by prosthetic de
vices, the nature of humanity is open to question. Most of mankind has retreat
ed into the Strongholds and engages in incessant war... We follow the career of 
the resident of one of these Strongholds as ho attains pre-eminence in the world 
of Moderan. This is not a book for the casual reader, and it is not a book tp 
read at one sitting. It is designed for the careful reader who is more in
terested in language and symbol than in olot.

Down in the Black Gang, and Other Stories, by Philip Jose Farmer (Signet).(OZANNE)
An uneven collection of stories, all of shich have appeared in the prozines 

(though the title story was rewritten for this and I haven't checked the extent 
of the rewriting).

"Down in the Black Gang" is a weird story which postulates that our whole 
universe is some kind of gigantic spaceship, run by essentially human-sized 
beings. Not enough story for the idea, for my money.

"The Shadow of Space" is another weirdy. A spaceship gets outside the 
universe and as big as it. Slight.

"A Bowl Bigger Than Earth". I have the feeling I have read an expanded 
version of this somewhere, Odd story of a kind of life after death. ‘

"Riverworld". Presumably among the earliest of this doomed series to be 
published, and one I had missed. Tom Mix meets Jesus Christ! (Tom Mix was the 
cowboy nero when I was a kid, you youngsters.) For me this was worth the price 
of admission, Why.doesn't someone collect all these stories in one placeI If 
you never read a Riverworld story, this is probably not the best place to start. 
But then everyone has road one, hasn't he?

"A Few Miles" introduces John Carmody, the hero of Night of Light (which 
will be reviewed fairly soon-~I will be finishing it as soon as I stop writing 
the current batch of reviews), and is a better story than the novel. I have the 
feeling that Carmody is not fully consistent in character between the two--but I 
doubt the point is worth trying to establish firmly by chapter and verse.

‘"Prometheus" continues the last story and is better than it (l was thinking 
of both when . Iwrote about the last one). This tells of Carmody attached to the 
egg of a semi(?)-intelligent bird and of his dealings with the bird race.

'The Blasphemers" is a not particularly well done version of a familiar story. 
"How Deep the Grooves" is minor and thoroughly unpleasant.

Quincunx of Time, by James Blish (Dell Books). (Reviewer, DON D'AMMASSA)
James Blish's latest novel is an expansion of his earlier short story "Beep". 

As he admits in his introduction, the expansion is essentially an extension of 
the discussion of free will and predestination beyond what was oossible in the 
shorter work. Agents of an interstellar empire centered on Earth attempt to dis
cover how a private intelligence organization has acquired knowledge of their 
experimental Dirac transmitter. This device enables instantaneous transmission 
of information across interstellar distances. Blish has his little joke by 
having his characters peek into the action which takes place in another novel, 
Midsummer Century, but there is essentially no action. The book is nothing more 
than an illustrated philosophical ramble.

(Over)
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S.F. PARADE (Continued) —
Chimera, by John Barth (Random House '72; Fawcett Crest ’73). (BARRY GILLAM) 

One of Barth’s previous books, Giles Goat-Boy, has had some notice in fan
dom. In that book, as in most of his earlier novels, the fictional engine bears 
a freight of mythological allusion. The weight of the allusion was unfortunate
ly such that the fiction often chugged desperately and occasionally fruitlessly 
to reach its destination, the reader. In Chimera, though, the mythology is the 
motive force in the work. It is no longer reference but subjects And Barth is 
wonderfully, grandly at ease retelling the tales of Scheherazade, Perseus and 
Bellerophon.

The first, "Dunyazadiad", in which Scheherazade's sister tells her story; 
is not only the best in the book but alsoBarth’s masterpiece: a funny, provoca
tive, warm embracing of the methods of myth by the art of the storyteller.- At 
the same time, it considers the impulses behind both fiction and fantasy. That 
there should be either in a myth and that this consideration is actually part of 
the characterization suggests the complexity, the depth and the wholeness of 
Barth’s achievement. The other, longer tales become somewhat needlessly ab
struse, but there are still brilliant passages and the book is well worth reading.

((if memory serves, Chimera was a National Book Award winner. —ed.))

Lucky Starr and the Pirates of the Asteroids, by Isaac Asimov (Signet).(D'AMMASSA) 
The second volume in Asimov’s unfortunate series of juvenile SF novels pits 

David Starr against an army of pirates who use the asteroids as-their base, and 
who ally themselves with the alien Sirians against Eartho Starr falls into their 
clutches so many times, the reader cannot help but wonder why the Earth govern
ment has so much confidence in him. Although not as condescending in tone as 
the first volume, the novel is obviously written down to what Asimov or his pub
lishers consider a juvenile mentality. Incredible coincidence, melodramatic 
situations, and black and white characterizations are among the more ob *ious 
shortcomings.

Call Me, When You Find America, by Garry Trudeau (Holt, Rinehart & Winston). (STEVER) 
Being the fourth volume of the chronicles of one. Michael J. Doonesbury, eru

dite Yale student, and one of the most popular cartoon characters in America today. 
This strip has been growing since 1970, and just as one checks on Peanuts, The 
Wizard of Id, and Broom Hilda, everyone reads about Mike and B.D.,~and Zonker”and 
all them good people down at Walden Puddle Commune. This book retells how Mark 
Slackmeyer was thrown out by his father (remember reading that?), his and Mike's 
trip across country in 1972, and their meeting Jeanie Caucus, the Denver house
wife who was running away from home—plus lots more good stuff and fun reading. 
These books are not straight reprints of the dailies, but they give you a chance 
to get the vast majority of Doonesbury together in uniform editions. At $L.JjO a 
pop, they come higher than the latest volume gleaned from MAD MAGAZINE, but then 
one always has to pay more for quality....

Seetee Ship, by Jack Williamson (Mayflower '69; orig. pub. '51 under pseudonym
"Will Stewart"). (Reviewer, KEN OZANNE)

I must have been thirteen when I was given the sequel to this (Seetee 
Shock) as a birthday present. I thought that was real great then and I wanted 
to read this immediately. It only took eighteen years to findj And it wasn't 
really worth the wait, Not that there is anything wrong with the book—I sus
pect, that I might have thought this "real great" then, too.

It's an average-quality story telling of attempts to work with seetee mat
ter. A bit gimmicky for my oresent taste. Williamson has done much better.

Not particularly recommended.

((Remember, reviews are welcome from anyone, be he WSFA member, SOTWJ subber, 
trader, or just a casual reader. Short reviews go in SOTWJ, long ones in TWJ.—ed.))
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EN PASSANT: Lettercolumn

DENNIS LIEN, 2h08 Dupont Ave, S. (Apt, 1), Minneapolis, MN 5^0£. '(11 Nov ’73) 
Feedback on SOTWJ #'s 101-113: .
101: No special comment.
102: Re D'Ammassa's review of Marshall’s (Dion of) The Lost Land, said to 

be as much an insult as a waste”, I fail to see how the reprinting of any book, 
no matter how bad, can be an "insult” to a reviewer. I wouldn’t buy it new and 
will almost certainly never read it, but as a collector I'm glad to see old 
stories coming out in paperback, good, bad, or indifferent (though as a reader, 
I’ll admit to being even gladder with the good ones).
„ "Usurp the Night",
Howard story reprinted in HAUNT OF HORROR, __
issue of WEIRDBOOK (#3), a semi-pro mag. a la ETERNITY, 
of the same period is ANUBIS

' 103:
101;;

the
— --------1, was previously published in a 1970

- -----------* Another such horror mag.
I believe both have since ceased publication.

No special comment. •
. Thanks to Nick Jones for mentioning the existence of The Goon Show 

1,11 have to to find a cony of that. I might mention for other 
Spike Milligan fans in your audience that The Bed-Sitting Room is available in 
hardcover (though perhaps only in British edition—I’ll have to recheck). This 
is a play; the movie version of it was nominated for a dramatic Hugo at Heidel
berg, and got a good review in the April ’71 F&SF. I’d love to see some con show 
rt, so I can see if it really is as funny as it reads. (Co-authored by Spike 
Milligan and one John Antrobus.) ’ H

. , „ . As for your reply to Hal Hall re the quarterly
pro zine index— since we give page #’s for entire book review column, is it really 
necessary to also give page #’s for individual reviews?": I wouldn’t say that it 
is necessary, but it would certainly be helpful—I work in a library, and have in 
the oast worked in the interlibrary loan department, so can assure you that spe
cific page numbers would be of use in such situations.

■■ x Minn-STF minutes printed in
z792 never did get reprinted in RUNE ....

lp£: I agree with Barry Gillam that Vonnegut's Breakfast of Champions is a 
"fat, lazy novel", but disagree with his statement that it is not SF—on p.292 
Vonnegut teleports Kilgore Trout four times within seconds by mind power alone* 
(including to the surface of the sun). Of course, as he points oirt throughout 
the book, he has created Trout and all the other characters, so he can do with 
them as he wishes—and one can thus argue that the teleportation is not "real"_
but if it is not, we are faced with the "fact" that Vonnegut on p.27b has his toe 
broken by a character he has created. One way or another, this makes the book SF 
of a sort—not a very interesting sort to mo, though.

, . if The Phantom Empire is "one
of-the best serials ever made", the others must have been truly wretched_ I've
seen seven or eight serials in fairly complete versions, and wouldn’t 
the top five of those.-

•107. No postage due problems with the issue. No other comment* 
to get the quarterly prozine index.

108: “ -

rank it in

always glad 

Re Warron Johnson review of To Die in Italbar: there is no "telepathic 
girl m the story; the girl and Matacar achieve a telonathic link only via Mata-

• car's alien companion. ----
109: No special comments.
110: No special comments.
Ill: No special comments. 

Desmond's SF Magazine Checklist 1961-1972 is a copy direct from
the Archival Press. Have noted one error in it: the last three issues of' START- •LING MYSTERY STORIES are left out. That is: Summer, 1970, v.3 no U® Fall? 1Z
v.3 no. March, 1971, v.3 no. 6r (Whole numbers 16, 17, and 18.) * Otherwise 
looks good; Desmond has even dug up references to two one-shots of which I’d never 
heard: GHOST STORIES for April, 1963; and a reprint mag. called BLOCH AND BRADBURY

. (Over)
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EN PASSANT (Continued) — 
for Feb. 1972. Anyone know of them? Note: semi-pro. mags. A la ETERNITY, ANUBIS 
and WEIRDBOOK are not included; the last two issues (7 and 8) of WITCHCRAFT AND 
SORCERY, which wore sold only through the mail, are. And I’m dubious about list
ing MAN FROM UNCLE and GIRL FROM UNCLE as SF magazines. Quibbles aside,. I recom
mend it.

113: ((He sent his Hugo nomination recommendations in response to David 
Stever’s suggested poll; note that poll does not actually begin until 1 Dec. ’733 
so we will hold all suggestions received before that date and publish them in 
first SOTWJ in Dec. —ed.))
((According to THE WASHINGTON POST BOOKWORLD, The Goon Show Scripts, written & 
selected by Spike Milligan, w/drawings by Peter Sellers, Harry Secombe & Spike 
Milligan, was published by St.Martin's, and sell for $£.9£. ## As for the book 
review page numbers, we'll consider adding them to the 1971; series, fn? If we 
remember correctly, we have the b/63 GHOST STORIES,-and some other items -not men
tioned in Desmond’s Checklist; when we get time, we’ll pull them out, and will let 
him and SOTWJ readers know what we discover. —ed.))

We Also Heard From:
Richard Delap — "I'm still trying to figure out Schmitz's remark in SOTWJ 

//8I4. I have no idea what he’s talking about, unfortunately. I assume he's refer
ring to my remarks on his stories in ANALOG, but it's only an assumption. What, 
what?? If so, at least he’s responding, which amounts to something. I've been 
receiving a lot of author comment lately, which I like. Some have even bothered 
to explain where I've gone right, or wrong, which is of great help to me in assess
ing their intent and subsequent success of failure...as well as my own."

Don D'Ammassa — "You might find it interesting to hear that we founded re
cently the Rhode Island SF Association and decided to put out a newsletter of some 
sort. So naturally the title that immediately came to everyone’s lips was RISFA 
JOURNAL." ((He also sent his own Hugo nomination suggestions, which we’ll publish 
in the first SOTWJ in Dec., as noted above re Lion's remarks on #113. —ed.))

George Fergus — Found the missing letter, in which he notes that Isis Center 
News is his "nominee for the 1973 Most Uninteresting Feature in SOTWJ awards Fol
lowed closely by ’Misc. Non-SF Books Received for Review' and the movie & radio 
nostalgia stuff. Just because Berkley sends you everything, instead of just their 
SF, for review, do you have to list it all in SOTWJ?" He goes on: "You seem to 
be willing to publish reviews or lists of just about anything, and I wonder if you 
really know how many (if any) subscribers are interested in some of these peri
pheral items? I was struck by Warren Johnson's comment in #10h: TI personally 
don't care much for the hard-core fantasy and mystery elements in SOTWJ . . . but 
I guess others do since they're there.' I've sent in an occasional mystery/sus
pense book review for much the same reasoning—since you've published such things 
in the past I've assumed there was an audience for them, perhaps unwarrantedly. 
I’m not sure that I like being called a hard-core mystery element. I'm usually 
motivated to do a review only of disappointing books by established writers or 
good books by unknown new writers, or if I run across several novels with similar 
themes that lend themselves to simultaneous review. What would I have to do to 
escape the hard-core label—review only items like Jack Vance's latest mystery? 
(Bad Ronald incidentally features a boy who makes up a medieval-type fantasy world 
for which he draws maps, invents history, etc.) #// "I notice that you try to al
ternate reviews by different people in S.F. PARADE. Since my interest in a review 
depends on who is doing it, I would prefer that all the reviews in an issue by one 
person be together. //# "Despite these negative comments, I continue to enjoy SON 
OF THE WSFA JOURNAL, even if that is a terrible name for it." ## ((We'll answer 
your letter in more-detail on pg. 1 dr in coming SOTWJ (running out of space); for 
now: there arc-several mystery fans known to us among SOTWJ readers; we are planning 
another poll at year’s end to determine how current SOTWJ features are liked or 
disliked; what do other readers think about our alternating book reviews?; ’ name 
change -will come if SOTWJ and WSFA part company. —ed.))
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: INDEX TO VOLUME 19 OF SON OF THE WSFA JOURNAL

MAGAZINES COVERED.I. ______
Issue Number 

#109 (WSFA #!;) 
#110 
#111 
#112
#113 
#111; (WSFA #2)

Number of PagesDate
hth Oct. 1973 Issue 12
2th Oct. 1973 Issue 10
6th Oct. 1973 Issue 10
7th Oct. 1973 Issue 10
1st Nov. 1973 Issue 10
2nd Nov. 1973 Issue 10

Subject Index Codes 
A,B,C,G,N,R,T,W
A, C,N
A,B,C,R,S
A,B, C,R
A,N,P,T,W
A, C,G,H,R,W

II. SECTION HEADINGS.
/Ad Flyer/ — 109:11-12■
The Amateur Press (TJ,SO Fanzines Received)
Bookworld (Books Received, Announced, etc* j — wi-w, ±±±:^;
Dissecting the Heart of the Manter (Prczine Reviews) — 112:3-7
En Passant (Lettercolumn) — 113:2-6
The Foreign Scene (News, Fanzines Received) — 109:9-10; 111:7-8; lll;:2-6
In Brief (Misc0 News & Announcements) — 109'1; 110:1; 111:1; 112:1; 113:1- 111;:1 
The;Local Scene (Misc. News) — 109:2, 111;: 2 ’
/Miscellany/ — 109:6
/Misc. Reviews/ — 111:3, Uh;8
The; Mystery Nook (Book Reviews, etc.) — 112:7; 113:2
The National Scene (News, etc„) — 110:2; 111:9-10; 112:9-10

The Club Circuit (Minutes, 'Zines Roc'd, etc,) — 110:2; 111:9; 112:9-10
The Con Game (Schedules, etc.) — 111:10

S.F. Parade (Book Reviews) — 109:3-2; 110:3-1;; 111:3-6; 113:3-1;; 1111:3-1; 
SOW Index - 110:7-10; 113:7-10

110:2-6;
- 109:7-8

112:8; 111;: 7-8
111:2; 112:2; 121;:9-1O

III.. SUBJECT INDEX.

A. Books.
1. Reviews (by Author), 

Barbet, Pierre: Baphomet's Meteor (DAW Books) /Tony Waters/ 
Barton, William: Hunting on Kunderer (Ace) /Don D'Ammassa/"(w/Rackham) 
Biggie, Lloyd, Jre: All the Colours of Darkness (Penguin/ /Ten Ozanne/ 

The Fury Out of Time (Sphere) /Ken Ozanne/ 
Bode’s Cartoon Concert /Dell) /Tarry Gillam/ _ 

The Doomsday Gene (Wey bright & Talley) /Don D'Ammassa/ 
Ken: Behold the Stars (Mayflower-Dell; Ace). /Ken Ozanne/" 
Samuel: The Way of All Flesh (?) /Ken Ozanne/

(SOTfcJ 109,110,111,112,113,111;) 
/Reviewer's name is in brackets/ 

109:3-ll 
109:2 
109:1; 
109:11-2 
113:3 
111:6 
109:3 
110:3 
Ul:ll-2

Bode, Vaughn:
Boyd, John:
Bulmer,
Butler, ____________________
Caidin, Martin: Operation Nuke (Arbor House) /Richard Delap/ 
Clarke Arthur C.: Rendezvous with Rama (Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich; 

SFBC) /Don D’Ammassa7
Rendezvous with Rama ./Barry Gillam/ 
Friends Come in Boxes/DAW Books) /David Stever/ 
The Hero of Downways (DAY) Books) /Don D'Ammassa/

The Last Continent (Hodder); /Ken Ozanne/ 
Mandrake (Penguin Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 
The Black Rose (Doubleday) /Ken Ozanne/ 
The Darkness and the Dawn (Doubleday) /Ken Ozanne/ 
For My Great Folly (Putnam’s) /Ten Ozanne/ 
High Towers <Doubleday) /Ken Ozanne/ 
The Silver Chalice (Doubleday) /Ron Ozanne/ 

. Son of a Hundred Kings (Doubleday) /Ken Ozanne/ 
Geston, Mark: Out of the Mouth of'the Dragon (Sphere) /Ken Ozanne/ 
Gordon, Stuart: MDne-Eye (DAW Books) /Don D:Ammassa/ 
Haiblum, Isidore; Transfer to Yesterday (Ballantine) /David Stever/ 
Haining, Peter (edn/T The Nightmare Reader (Doubleday) /Warren Johnson/ 

(Over/ .

Coney, Michael 0.:

Cooper, Edmund:
Cooper, Susan:
Costain, T.B.:

111:3 
111:3 
111:2-6 
110:3 
111:6 
109:3 
113 
113:h' 
110:3 
113 :U 
113: ll 
113 :ll 
110:1;
113:3 
109:2 
109:1;
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III.A^l (Continued)r
Hodder-Williams, Christopher: Fistful of Digits (Hodder & Stoughton)/DD/110:b 
Klein, Gerard: Starmaster’s Gambit (DAW Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 
Laubenihal, Sanders Anne: Excalibur (Ballantine) /Doll Gilliland/ 
LeGuin, Ursula: Planet of Exile (Tandem) /Ken Ozanne/ 
Leopold, Aldo: A Sand County Almanac (Ballantine) /Doll Gilliland/
MacLenn, - Alistair:
Malzberg, Barry:
Niven, Larry;;

Norton; Andre:

Fear is the Key~CFawcet t) /George Fergus/(mystery) 
z Revelations (Warner Paperback Library) /D’Ammassa/ 
•The Flight of the Horse (Ballantine) /David Stever/ 
Protector (Ballantine) /David Stever/”
Android at Arms (Ace Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 
Breed to Come (Ace Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 
The Crystal Gi /phon (DAW Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 
Life with Lancelot (Ace) /Don D’Ammassa/_(w/Barton)

109:3 
lll:h 
lll:3-h 
11U;U 
112:7
113:3 
110:3-14
113:3 
111:2
113 :h 
Illi: 3 
109:2Rackham, John: __________________ . . , __ __

Rudolff, Raymona: The Dracula Archives (Pocket Books) /William Hixon/ llli:3 
llli:ll 
llh:3 
109:2 
llli:ll 
111:2 
113: ll 
1114:3 
110: li 
110: li

Silverberg, Robert (ed-,): Deep Space (SFBC) /barren Johnson/
New Dimensions 3 (SFBC; NAL) /D’Ammassa/ 

Smith, Cordwainer- Under Old Earth (Panther) /Ken Ozanne/
: Tubb, E.C.: Jondelle (DAW Books) /Don D’Ammassa/ 

Tucker, Wilson: The Time Masters (Lancer) /Ken Ozanne/ 
Walker, David: The Lord1 s Pink Ocean (DAW Books) /Son D’Ammassa/ 
Wells, Robert: Right-Handed Wilderness (Ballantine/ /David Stever/ 
Zelazny, Roger: The Dream Master (Panther) /Ken Ozanne/

Nine Princes in Amber (Avon) /Ken Ozanne/
2- Review Extracts (from the Press) (by Author/, (all Mysteries) 

Amisj Kingsley: The Riverside Villas Murder (Harcourt, etc0)/J.White/ 
Braddcn, Russell: The Thirteenth Trick (Norton) /Jean M„ White/ 
Delman, David: He Who Digs a Grave (Doubleday) /Betty James/ 
Gores, Joe: Final Notice (Random House) /jean M- White/ 
Littel, Blaine: The Dolorosa Deal (Saturday Review Press) /B~ James/ 
Mann, Jessica: Troublecross (McKay-Washburn) /Betty James/ 
Perry, Richard: A Hard Man to Kill (Houghton, Mifflin) /Jean White/_ 
Simenon, Georges: Maigret, and the Bum ( ~
3« Books Received (by Publisher)I 

Ace Books " (109:7) 
Avon’ ('_ lb? 10) 
Ballantine Books (llli:10) 
Berkley Pub- Corp- (109:7-8) 
Collier Books (llli:10) 
Doubleday & Co0, Inc. (llli:9,10)
il. Books Announced (by Publisher). 

Arkham House (111:2) 
Ballantine Books (111:2) 
Doubleday & Co«, Inc, (109:8) 
Doubleday S.Fn Book Club (111:2) (112:2) 
Dover Publications, Inc> (109’8) (112:2)
2. Miscellany^

News re Cosmos Serialization (110:1)

112:7
112:7
113:2
112:7
113:2
113:2
112:7.
112:7

Dover Publications, Inc
Lancer Books (109’7)
Macmillan Pubc Coe, Inco (Illi: 9)
Pocket Books (109:7)
GoPo Putnam’s Sons (111k9)

(1114:10)

Macmillan Pub. Coa (109:8) (111:2) 
Movie Book Club (112:2)
Trident Press (109:8)
Walker & Co, (109:8) . (112:2)

Erratum to review in SOTWJ 7#1O6 (109:1)
B. Prozines. (SOTWJ 111,112)

1. Reviews0 /all written by Richard Delap unless otherwise noted/
a. . Magazines Covered,,

ANALOG— 7/73 (112:li-2) FANTASTIC — 7/73 (112:3-W
F&SF— 7/73 (112:2-6) GALAXY — 7-8/73 (112:6-7)

b. • Authors Coveredo
Michael Bishop (112:2) L. Sprague de Camp & Lin Carter (112:3)
Arthur C. Clarke (111:3) /D. Stever/ Gordon Eklund (112:3)
Michael G, Coney (112:6) C.L;. Grant (112:2)

: (Conte next page)



III.B.l.,b (Continued).
Jack C. Haldeman, III (112:3)
J.T. Lamberty, Jr. (112:h) 
Richard K. Lyon (112:b) 
Anne McCaffrey (112:h) 
Ward Moore (112:7) 
Jeffrey Perrin (112:7) 
Roy L. Prosterman (112:li)

c. Serials (by Title). 
"Rendezvous with Rama”, by Arthur 0. 

3« Miscellany.

- SI-3

Buddy Saunders & Howard Waldrop (11'2:7)
Barbara Stearns (112:6)
Ernest Taves (112:6)

.Edward Wellcn (112:b-$,$)
Gregg Williams (112:$-6)
Robert F. Young (112:6)

:e (GALAXY, 9&1O/73)/D.Stever/ 111:3

ETERNITY SF Advertising Flyer (109:11)

C. Fanzines.
1. Reviews and/or Contents Listings. 

ao U.S. (General).-
AMRA II:60 (110:$) 
BIG MAC #36 (111i;7) 
DYNATRON #$$ (lib:7) 
EC GE #2 (110:$) 
FORTHCOMING SF BOOKS #1$ (110:$) 
THE GLASS OF THE FIVE JARS #9 (110:$) 
THE HPL SUPPLEMENT #2 (11b:7) 
IT COMES IN THE MAIL #6 ' 
THE JOURNAL #3 (lib:7) 
KWALHIOQUA #9 (llli:7) 
KYBEN#$ (112:8)

b. U.S. (Clubzines).. 
COSMEP NEWSLETTER IV:12 
FANTASIAS #6 (110:2) 
INSTANT MESSAGE #’ s 133,13I1 (110:2); 
M-ANATION VIII?10 (110:2) " UMBRA~#6 (112:10)
THE NATIONAL FANTASY FAN 33:$ (112:10) WARPED MIND 1 (110-2)

c«. Foreign (General). 
Argentina: TINK #’s $,6 (1117) 
Australia: GEGENSCHEIN 7#10 (109:9);

Austria:
Canada:

(sotwj 109, no, in, 112, uh)

(nli:7)

(110:2)

NERGUHS GLOMPUM 3-a (Illi:7)
ORACLE #11 (112:8)
POST OFFICE BOX C #2 (110:$) 
PREHENSILE ylO (llli:8)
REMEMBER WHEN #1s 1-3,7-10 (110:$-6) 
STANLEY #1$ (Illi:8)
STARLING #26 (llli: 8) 
STARSHIP TRIPE y$ (Illi:8) 
TABEBUIAN #8 (112:8) :
TITLE #19 (110:6) 
YANDRO #:s 221,222 (110:6)

NFFF NEWS SPECIAL (110:2) 
SOG #2$ (112:10)

#13$ (112:10) /TWILIGHT ZINE #27 (112:10)’

TINK #’s $,6 (111:7)
----------------. KANGAROO FEATHERS #1 (109:9);

nTiS?TRILLIAN NEWS 6-7/73,8/73 (109:9); SF COMMENTARY #3b (109:9) 
QUARBER MERKUR #33 (111:7); #’s 3b,3$ (llb:$)

THE NEW CAPT. GEORGE ’ S WHIZZBANG #16 (111:7); PARADOX #9 (111-7)- 
RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY #21 (111:8) ’ ’
MAGNUS #2 (111:8): MUIRGHEAL #3 (llb:$)

ALPHA #10 (111:8); TRANS KALO IV/V (109:10)
CHECKPOINT #’s 37-39 (109:10); HAVERINGS #$6 (llb-$-6)« 
SCOniSHE#66 (llb:6); ZIMRIyli (109:10); #$ (llb:6) 

a. Foreign (Clubzines),
Germany:” ANDROffiDA #82 (109:?); STORY CENTER #7 (109:10)- 

TELLUS INTERNATIONAL #b (109:10) 3
Rep. of South Africa: PROBE 111:10 (11

e. FAPA Mailings. 
#ilib (inTBT .

fe U.S, Miscellany.
DISCLAVE ’73 FILKSONGS (110:6)’ 
Miscellany (112:10)

G. Television,
1. Reviews.

Moonbase Three: Final Episode.(BBC) /E
3. Miscellany (News, Schedules, etc,J.

Cinema Club 9 (0cto Schedule) (109:2) MisceHany (109--l,2): '
• (Over)

France:
Germany:
U.K.:

STORY CENTER #7 (109:10);
- ’?) 
(111:10); #20 (llli:$) :

OUTSIDE OBSERVER (110:6)

(SOIWJ 109, Illi)

11U;6
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III (Continued).
H. Radio.

3. Miscellany (News, Schedules, etc,). 
WAMU^FM (llh:2); WBJC-FM (lib:2);

N. Indices.
2. Fanzine.

b. SOW.
Volume 17 (#'s 97-102) (110:7-10)

3* Miscellany.
TWJ/SOIWJ Index Classifications (109:6)

P. Letters (by Author).
Dave Bischoff (113:6);
Douglas Drummond (113:$);
Larry Herndon (113:6);
Tony Wat ers (113:6)

R. Club News.
1. Minutes.

b. ESFA.
9 Sep. ’73 (by Allan Howard) (111:9)
2. Other News.

a. WSFA.
Misc. News (109:1). (llh:2)

3. Miscellany.
Miscellany Received (112:10)

(SOW lib) •

WETA-FM (llh:2); Miscellany (llh:2) 

(sow 109,110,113)

Volume 18 (#’s 103-108) (113:7-10)

(SOW 113)
Robert Briney (113:$); Don D’Ammassa (113:6); ' 

Ken Faig, Jr. (113:6); Alexis Gilliland (113:6);
Norm Hochberg (113:$-6); David Stever (113:o);

(SOW 109,111,112,11b)

7 0cto '73 (by Allan Howard) (112:9)

S. Conventions. (SOW 111)
2. Schedules.:

Mid-Oct. '73-Dec. '73, /'some 197b info (111:10)
3. Publications Received.

DISCON II PROGRESS REPORTS y’s 1,2 (ill:10)
b. Miscellany.

DISCON II News.

T. Other News. (SOW 109,113)
1. Awards.

1973 Mystery Writers of America Awards (113:2)
3. Misc. Local.

Isis Center News (109:2) Miscellany (109:2)

W. Miscellany. : (SOW 109,113,Uh)
"A Bookstore Review” (The Science Fiction Shop in NYC), by Mark Owings (11b:8) 
Publications Status Sheet (109:12) Re Proposed SOW Polls (113:1)

IV. AUTHOR INDEX. -(Alphabetical; excludes Review Excerpts)
Bentcliffe, Eric (G.l — 11b:6); Bischoff, Dave (P — 113:6); Briney, 
Robert (P — 113:$); D’Ammassa, Don <A.l — 109:3,3,$,$;: 110:3,b; 111:3,$,6; 
113:3,3,b,b; llb:3,b) (P — 113:6); Delap, Riohard (A.l-— lll:Li-$) (B.l — 
112:3-7); Drummond, Douglas (P -- 113:$); Faig, Ken, Jr. (P — 113:6); 
Fergus, George (A.l — 112:7); Gillam, Barry (A.l — 111:3; 113:3; llb:3); 
Gilliland, Alexis (P — .113:6); W Gilliland, Doll (A.l — lll:b; llb:b); * 
Herndon, Larry (P -- 113:6); Hiixon, William (A.l — llb;3); Hochberg,
Norm (P — 113:$-6); Howard, Allan (R.l.b — 111:9; 112:9); Johnson, Warren 
(A.l — 109:b; llb:b); Miller, Don (C.l — 109:9-10; 110:2,$-6; 111:7-8; 
112:8,10; llb:$-8); (N.2.b — 110:7-10; 11-3:7-10); Owings, Mark (W — llb:8); 
Ozanne, Ken (A.l — 109:3,b,b-$,$; 110:3,3,b,b,b; 111:3-14,$,6; 113:b,b,b,b,b)5 
Stever, David (A.l — 109:$; 110:3-b; 111:$,-6; 113:3; Ub:3) (B.l.c — 111:3) 
(p — 113:6); Waters, Tony (A.l — 109:3-b) (P — 113:6)

SOTWJ back-issue’s & extra copies of this Index avail. (@2$<£ and 20^, resp.) from: 
Don Miller, 1231$ Judson Road, Wheaton, Maryland, U.S.A., 20906.


